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1st DRAFT – 05/19/2022
Rowing at the US Coast Guard Academy (CGA) in New London, CT rowing started in 1971. Fred Emerson,
Connecticut crew benefactor and coach of the Blood Street Skulls in Old Lyme CT, talked Bill Stowe into
starting a program at CGA with his support. With no apparent funding for expenses, the Academy
Athletic Director Otto Graham (legendary NFL QB for Cleveland Browns) agreed to try the sport.
William Arthur "Bill" Stowe (March 23, 1940 – February 8, 2016) was an American rowing stroke who
won gold medals at the 1964 Olympics and 1967 Pan American Games and a bronze medal at the 1965
European championships. He was also the "color" commentator for ABC during the 1968 and 1972
Olympic Games. Stowe wrote of his eight's experience in the 1964 Summer Olympics in the book “All
Together” (2005). In his final years, Stowe lived at the Olympic Village of Lake Placid, New York. In 2011
he received the Jack Kelly Award which recognizes superior achievements in rowing, service to amateur
athletics, and success in their chosen profession, thereby serving as an inspiration to American rowers.
Stowe was the crew coach for Columbia University from 1967 to 1971. Then he was hired as the head
coach for the CGA rowing team and arrived in Jan 5, 1971 with four old hydraulic machines
commandeered from Kent.
Cadets were recruited from the existing classes who had never rowed before and had no bad rowing
habits to break. To quote Stowe “I have found it is often easier to teach a new man to row than to break
in one with experience….It is often said that anyone who rows is less sane and I have come to believe
that the cadets are even more insane than the average rowing nut”. A fraternity unlike anything CGA
ever saw grew.
So with about 40 enthusiastic unsuspecting cadets consisting of ex-football players who abandoned the
gridiron, ex-soccer players and other interested cadets who showed interest in rowing, rowing was off to
good start. Football and soccer coaches were not enthusiastic about losing their players and Stowe was
not popular with the physical education departments.
Men’s varsity crew were often described as a “rag tag outfit: a group of ex-football, soccer players and
other cadets who wanted something different. The crew team started out training as a one group and
eventually were divided into Varsity 8, Jr Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 crews. They worked and trained
together on the Thames River with opportunities to compete in practice races and competition races
against other schools in the New England area.
Initially they rowed out of Yales boathouse in Gales Ferry and finally decided they needed their own CGA
waterfront. The CGA Foundation funded the boathouse and the cadets did most of the work moving from
our open air shed location used the first year. The Parents Association funded some oars and the
Academy Alumni Association funded a new Schoenbrad boat. Soon the new boathouse was complete
with eight new shells and Karlish oars stored there. Cadets built $3000 worth of docks for the cost of the
materials
Mid-Jan 71 two fiberglass fours were launched to start for practice, then moving to a 16-oared barge and
then to two borrowed leaky eights that were rowed from the Harvard boathouse on the Thames to CGA.

From the start, cadets learned about rowing, techniques and safety including how to safely get in and
out of a shell. For a couple of years before the Academy fully funded the sport, the crew survived on
borrowed transportation and free military accommodations. Stowe and the crew felt this made them
tougher and hungry for victory.
Over the next two years, CGA raced many of the small colleges in New England. In the spring of 1971
during our first year of rowing and only 4 months of training, they won their first regatta in Cypress
Gardens FL and finished 4th at the 1971 Dad Vail Regatta.
A year later in 1972, CGA varsity crew was undefeated and the eight never had to look over their
shoulders to see the opposition as they defeated Yale, Brown, Northeastern and then won the New
England Championships.
L-R: Brad Balch (Stroke), Mike Wensman, Ken Knutson, Bill Spitler, Freddy Montoya (Coxswain), Mark
Noll, Larry Shirley, Pug Gutridge, Bill Plage
In May of 1972, they traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vails. In the final the Varsity 8
drew the lane closest to Peters Island. Stowe worried about slowness of the lane in the final 500 meters
and told the crew to gain all they could in first 1500 m. At the start CGA was behind but after 500 m
they pulled ahead. With an open water lead from the ¾ to ¼ mark running at 38 strokes per minute,
the CGA crew swept along the Schuylkill River and crossed the finish line 2 boat lengths ahead in 6:16
minutes for the 2000 meters and won the 34th Dad Vail Trophy. Peter Jennings of ABC-TV news reported
on the regatta on the evening news.
The CGA lightweight crew qualified for the semi-finals and won their heat in the semi finals. In the finals,
the lightweight eight won Dad Vail championship and the new James Anders on Trophy.
By winning the Dad Vail, the varsity crew was invited to compete against ivy league and larger
universities in the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) championships in Syracuse NY in June. The
CGA crew placed 8th out of 16 teams.
The crew team had success, fun, graduated and served as successful CG officers.
In 1997, Coach Stowe organized a 25th reunion for the 1972 championship crew in Philadelphia during
the Dad Vail Regatta. All members of the team were able to attend and had a chance to row again in a
shell…not in a race but just to get the feel of being back in our seats. Not surprisingly they remembered
all the rowing techniques we had learned under Coach Stowe. Stowe added “Winning the Vail (in 1972)
was a special thrill and I am looking forward to rowing over the course for at this reunion.”
Stowe was head rowing coach from 1971 to 1987.

Comments
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05/20/2022- Mike Wensman

LWV first
JVHW 2
Freshman third
05/22/22 – Q: Mike - What races do these refer to?
05/23/22 – Mike Wensman
1972 Dad Vail finals

05/21/2022 – Mike Wensman

Chief. I’d mention that Bill served in the Navy in Vietnam. Nothing to do with rowing but meaningful for
this particular publication
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05/21/22 – Mark Noll
Add info & photo fr Stowe;s book
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05/22/22 – Pete Tebeau
I looked at the draft article and everything looks historically correct. Obviously I can't speak for the '72
season and Dad Vails in 72 as my time at Club Thames ended in '71. With respect to the boathouse
mentioned in Paragraph 7, I think you are referring to the original boathouse, not the current one
completed later. Also, you might mention that Otto Graham was a championship CGA Football Coach and
Coached the Washington Redskins before returning the CGA as AD, Hence it took some vision and an
open mind to sign off on Crew,
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05/21/22 – Pete Milner
One more tidbit, at the end of the fall ‘72 season, the CGA JV boat won their division at the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston.

05/22/22 – Q:

Pete - I need clarification. I am little confused by this:
You stated:

...at the end of the fall ‘72 season, the CGA JV boat won their division at the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston.
But from newspaper clip it says:
CG won the lightweight varsity final while taking second place in the JV heavies and
third in the freshman heavies.
05/22/22 – Pete Milner

The newspaper clip was about the Dad Vail regatta, the small college championships, in May 1972. I just
threw in the Head of the Charles win the next fall ( about Oct 1972) because it drew top east coast crews
from large & small colleges and clubs
05/23/22 – Mark Noll

Appreciate the clarification. I should have paid more attention to your words "Head of the
Charles" and the newspaper title "...Dad Vail...". I jumped too quickly to tie the two
together. My bad.
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05/22/22 – Mark Noll & Bill Plage
This is a good idea, Mark. I propose we put it on the CGA Crew website. The article will be posted on the
AA site.
On Sat, May 21, 2022, 14:03 Mark Noll <markdn@comcast.net> wrote:

Chief - If you have any edits on the draft, please send them to me too so I can roll them
into the next draft I send to you on May 25th.
Emails - I have emailed the draft write-up to nine '72 classmates. So far I am getting a
couple of comments and some photos back from my class and two comments from
Mike Wensman. Many more photos may be submitted than will fit into the AA Bulletin.
Photos - Propose:
1) We can select which photos to submit with the final "condensed writeup" (1500 words
or less) and also include a hyperlink to a web site ...
2) ...for the full write-up (1500+ words) and all the photos we do and don't submit to AA.
This will allow everyone to see everything submitted to us although not included in the
AA Bulletin.
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05/21/22 – Bill Wittmeyer
I attach my rewrite of your article i have it in track changes.
My reasoning for the rewrite of the lead is to make it a personal recollection. Not just a
history but what you experienced and how you remember it. Trash it all if you want. If I had
time I would have asked my daughter to edit it and give comments. (She is an opinion editor for
the NYTimes in the london office. And writes reasonably well
Check his folder in File Manager
DRAFT AA Write up - 05/20/2022 - Word count 1042
My introduction to rowing and Academy rowing began with an announcement in the Plan of the Day in
1971 which intrigued me. Mr Bill Stowe, stroke for the 1964 Gold medal winning Olympic Team and
former head coach for Columbia Crew was recruiting cadets for a rowing team.

Fred L. Emerson, Jr. considered by many to be the “Father of Connecticut Rowing” had
persuaded Bill Stowe to start a rowing program at the academy and committed to provide the
seed funding for the program. Despite the absence of committed funding and resistance from
established Academy teams Emerson and Stowe convinced Academy Athletic Director Otto
Graham, (legendary NFL QB for Cleveland Browns) give rowing a fair hearing
I don’t recall the details of the first meeting. I recall the enthusiasm that Bill generated. William Arthur
"Bill" Stowe (March 23, 1940 – February 8, 2016) was stroke for the American eight that took gold at the
1964 Olympics and 1967 Pan American Games and bronze at the 1965 European championships. He
was also the "color" commentator for ABC during the 1968 and 1972 Olympic Games. Who wouldn’t
want to sign up for this adventure, He sold me and 39 other cadets to participate in this unfunded club
sport.
To quote Stowe “I have found it is often easier to teach a new man to row than to break in one with
experience….It is often said that anyone who rows is less sane and I have come to believe that the cadets
are even more insane than the average rowing nut”. At the Academy he had raw material, willing and
insane that had never rowed before. A fraternity unlike anything CGA has seen was born..
With 40 enthusiastic but naïve cadets: football players who abandoned the gridiron, soccer players who
walked off the pitch, basketball players who left the hard court and cadets with interest in crew, rowing
rowing at the academy started January 5th 1971 with the arrival of four old hydraulic machines from
Kent School Mid-Jan 71 two fiberglass fours were launched to start for practice, then moving to a 16oared barge and then to two borrowed leaky eights that were rowed from the Harvard boathouse on the
Thames to CGA. From the start, we learned about rowing, techniques and safety including how to safely
get in and out of a shell.
For a couple of years before the Academy fully funded the sport, the crew survived on borrowed
transportation and free military accommodations. Stowe and the crew felt this made them tougher and
hungry for victory.

Crew was often described as a “rag tag outfit: a group of ex-football, soccer players and other cadets
who wanted something different. No facilities no equipment just raw energy, The crew team started out
training as a one group and eventually were divided into Varsity 8, Jr Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 crews.
Initially we rowed out out of Yale’s boathouse in Gale Ferry. We worked and trained together on the
Thames River up at 5AM, two hours on the river. After classes more time on the river. Bill Stowe
arranged practice races and competition with schools in New England our first year.
The CGA Foundation funded the boathouse and the cadets did most of the work moving from our open
air shed location used the first year. The Parents Association funded some oars and the Academy Alumni
Association funded a new Schoenbrad boat. Cadets built $3000 worth of docks for the cost of the
materials
Over the next two years, CGA raced many of the small colleges in New England. In the spring of 1971
during our first year of rowing and only 4 months of training, we won our first regatta in Cypress
Gardens FL and finished 4th at the 1971 Dad Vail Regatta.
The second year of competion 1972, CGA varsity crew was undefeated. The eight never had to look
over their shoulders to see the opposition. Power house schools. Yale, Brown, and Northeastern were
defeated. The campaign ended with CGA winning the New England Championships.
In May of 1972, We traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vail Regatta, the largest collegiate
regatta in the US. In the final the Varsity 8 drew the lane closest to Peters Island. Stowe worried about
slowness of the lane in the final 500 meters and told the crew to gain all they could in first 1500 m. At
the start CGA was behind but after 500 m they pulled ahead. With an open water lead from the ¾ to ¼
mark running at 38 strokes per minute, the CGA crew swept along the Schuylkill River and crossed the
finish line 2 boat lengths ahead in 6:16 minutes for the 2000 meters and won the 34th Dad Vail Trophy.
We made ABC news with Peter Jennings news reporting on the regatta on ABC Evening News.
This was not the only Championship in 72 The CGA lightweight crew qualified for the semi-finals and won
their heat in the semi finals. In the finals, the lightweight eight won Dad Vail championship and the new
James Anders on Trophy.
CGA’s performance in the Dad Vail was noticed. The varsity crew was invited to compete against ivy
league and larger universities in the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) championships in Syracuse
NY in June. The CGA crew placed 8th out of 16 teams.
The crew team had success, fun, graduated and served as successful CG officers.
In 1997, Coach Stowe organized a 25th reunion for the 1972 championship crew in Philadelphia during
the Dad Vail Regatta. All members of the team were able to attend and had a chance to row again in a
shell…not in a race but just to get the feel of being back in our seats. Not surprisingly they remembered
all the rowing techniques we had learned under Coach Stowe. Stowe added “Winning the Vail (in 1972)
was a special thrill and I am looking forward to rowing over the course for at this reunion.”
Stowe was head rowing coach from 1971 to 1987.
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05/22/22 – Mark Noll From “All Together” (pg 134)
(pg 134) Historian Andy Webb, a former coxswain at the US Coast Guard Academy, has written
“American military personnel in the Olympics at Stockholm in 1912 following Congressional
authorization for soldiers to participate in the modern pentathlon (shooting, fencing, swimming,
riding and running) as well as the equestrian events. First Lieutenant George S. Patton
represented the U.S, in the pentathlon.”

(pgs 174-175)
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05/22/22 – Bill Wissman
Reviewed the draft and looks good to me. I don’t have anything to add.
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05/22/22 – Ken Knutson

DRAFT AA Write up - 05/20/2022 - Word count 1042
Rowing at the US Coast Guard Academy (CGA) in New London, CT started in 1971. Fred Emerson,
Connecticut crew benefactor and coach of the Blood Street Skulls in Old Lyme CT, talked Bill Stowe into
starting a program at CGA with his support. With no apparent funding for expenses, the Academy
Athletic Director Otto Graham (legendary NFL QB for Cleveland Browns) agreed to try the sport.
William Arthur "Bill" Stowe (March 23, 1940 – February 8, 2016) was an American rowing stroke who
won gold medals at the 1964 Olympics and 1967 Pan American Games and a bronze medal at the 1965
European championships. He was also the "color" commentator for ABC during the 1968 and 1972
Olympic Games. Stowe wrote of his eight's experience in the 1964 Summer Olympics in the book “All
Together” (2005). In his final years, Stowe lived at the Olympic Village of Lake Placid, New York. In 2011
he received the Jack Kelly Award, which recognizes superior achievements in rowing, service to amateur
athletics, and success in their chosen profession, thereby serving as an inspiration to American rowers.
Stowe was the crew coach for Columbia University from 1967 to 1971. Then he was hired as the head
coach for the CGA rowing team and arrived in Jan 5, 1971 with four old hydraulic machines
commandeered from Kent.
Cadets were recruited from the existing classes who had never rowed before and had no bad rowing
habits to break. To quote Stowe “I have found it is often easier to teach a new man to row than to break
in one with experience….It is often said that anyone who rows is less sane and I have come to believe
that the cadets are even more insane than the average rowing nut”. A fraternity unlike anything CGA
ever saw grew.
So with about 40 enthusiastic unsuspecting cadets consisting of ex-football players who abandoned the
gridiron, ex-soccer players and other cadets who showed interest in rowing, rowing was off to a good
start. Football and soccer coaches were not enthusiastic about losing their players and Stowe was not
popular with the physical education departments.
Men’s varsity crew were often described as a “rag tag outfit: a group of ex-football, soccer players and
other cadets who wanted something different.” The crew team started out training as one group and
eventually were divided into Varsity 8, Jr Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 crews. They worked and trained
together on the Thames River with opportunities to compete in practice races and competition races
against other schools in the New England area.
Initially they rowed out of Yale’s boathouse in Gales Ferry and finally decided they needed their own CGA
waterfront. The CGA Foundation funded the boathouse and the cadets did most of the work moving from

an open air shed location used the first year. The Parents Association funded some oars and the
Academy Alumni Association funded a new Schoenbrad shell. Soon the new boathouse was complete
with eight new shells and Karlish oars stored there. Cadets built $3000 worth of docks for the cost of the
materials.
Mid-Jan 71 two fiberglass fours were used to practice, often having to break through the ice to launch.
They also practiced using a 16-oared barge and two borrowed leaky eights that were rowed from the
Harvard boathouse on the Thames to CGA.
From the start, cadets learned about rowing, techniques and safety, including how to safely get in and
out of a shell. For a couple of years before the Academy fully funded the sport, the crew survived on
borrowed transportation and free military accommodations. Stowe and the crew felt this made them
tougher and hungry for victory.
Over the next two years, CGA raced many of the small colleges in New England. In the spring of 1971
during their first year of rowing and only 4 months of training, they won their first regatta in Cypress
Gardens FL and finished 4th at the 1971 Dad Vail Regatta.
A year later in 1972, CGA varsity crew was undefeated and the eight never had to look over their
shoulders to see the opposition as they defeated Yale, Brown, Northeastern and then won the New
England Championships.
L-R: Brad Balch (Stroke), Mike Wensman, Ken Knutson, Bill Spitler, Freddy Montoya (Coxswain), Mark
Noll, Larry Shirley, Pug Gutridge, Bill Plage
In May of 1972, they traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vails. In the final, the Varsity 8
drew the lane closest to Peters Island. Stowe worried about slowness of the lane in the final 500 meters
and told the crew to gain all they could in first 1500 m. At the start CGA was behind but after 500 m
they pulled ahead. With an open water lead from the ¾ to ¼ mark running at 38 strokes per minute,
the CGA crew swept along the Schuylkill River and crossed the finish line 2 boat lengths ahead in 6:16
minutes for the 2000 meters and won the 34th Dad Vail Trophy. Peter Jennings of ABC-TV news reported
on the regatta on the evening news.
The CGA lightweight crew qualified for the semi-finals and won their heat in the semi-finals. In the finals,
the lightweight eight won Dad Vail championship and the new James Anderson Trophy.
By winning the Dad Vail, the varsity crew was invited to compete against ivy league and larger
universities in the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) championships in Syracuse NY in June. The
CGA crew placed 8th out of 16 teams.
The crew team had success, fun, graduated and served as successful CG officers.
In 1997, Coach Stowe organized a 25th reunion for the 1972 championship crew in Philadelphia during
the Dad Vail Regatta. All members of the team were able to attend and had a chance to row again in a
shell…not in a race but just to get the feel of being back in our seats. Not surprisingly, they remembered
all the rowing techniques we had learned under Coach Stowe. Stowe added “Winning the Vail (in 1972)
was a special thrill and I am looking forward to rowing over the course for at this reunion.”

In 2022, five members of the 1972 Heavy Weight Eight oarsmen, reunited at the Dad Vail Regatta for a
50th anniversary. With other CGA Crew Alumni filling in, a borrowed Vesper shell was launched and they
were off, initially working on synchronizing different styles taught over the years as they paddled up
river. When they turned and rowed down the last 500 m of the course, they once again demonstrated
the CGA winning style as they passed the audience in the grand stand at the finish line.
Stowe was head rowing coach from 1971 to 1987.
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05/22/22 – Pete Dolan

Add apostrophe to “Yales”:
“Initially they rowed out of Yale’s boathouse in Gales Ferry.”
I thought we got one or two Pocock racing shells at some point.
05/23/22 – Pete Dolan

I thought Fred bought the Pocock shells for us…don’t know exactly when this happened. I remember it as
a big deal. Pocock was mentioned in the book “The Boys in the Boat” and I told my grandson that we
had Pocock shells.

05/23/22 – Mike Wensman
Don't know, can't really remember, but I'm guessing that the leaky boats we got from Yale for
our first month or so were Pocock's. George, and his son Stan were the boatbuilders for a lot of
the college crews of the time. I think the first boats we actually got new were the Schoenbroad
split boats. I did take a Pocock single to Antarctica tied under the flight deck of the icebreaker in
1974 - but not at the Academy as I can recall. I think Pete Tebeau still has this single - or knows
where it's resting.
Also, I believe the lightweight 8 finished second in the 1971 Dad Vail regatta. After a disastrous start (one
rower jumped his seat off the rails at the start) they came from well behind to take the win. Announcer at
one pointed commented “And here comes Coast Guard splashing up the course.”
I hope my memory is correct. Brad Niesen or Marty Eger can weigh in on this.

05/22/22 – Bill Wittmeyer

I remember in 71 everyone’s adrenaline was running high Now that you refreshed my memory I do
remember the start was poor. I don’t recall our finish, fourth or second we did not win.

I also have a memory of you breaking your oar at the Dad Vails right at the start in 1972. But it was
before the first three strokes so we got a restart. and won.
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05/23/22 – Brad Niesen
I didn’t insert this, but the Varsity Lightweight 8 finished 2nd at the Dad Vail in 1971, then 1st in 1972.
05/23/22 – Penn Shade

Sorry for the late reply. I don’t think I can add anything to the very inclusive article.
05/23/22- Bill Plage
Mark, this article from the Day that Mike forwarded has a lot of info. Yes we had a winning time of 6:16
but earlier in the semi-finals we had the fastest time of the day with a 5:57 which was not too far off of
Olympic time in those days.
05/23/22 – Mike Wensman
Don't know, can't really remember, but I'm guessing that the leaky boats we got from Yale for
our first month or so were Pocock's. George, and his son Stan were the boatbuilders for a lot of
the college crews of the time. I think the first boats we actually got new were the Schoenbroad
split boats. I did take a Pocock single to Antarctica tied under the flight deck of the icebreaker in
1974 - but not at the Academy as I can recall. I think Pete Tebeau still has this single - or
knows where it's resting.
05/23/22 – Mark Noll
Interesting pics of rowing in Antarctica. Was that near McMurdo? What icebreaker were you
on? Where is your damn lifejacket (hard to row in, I guess)? Was the guy sitting on the ice flow
a life guard? How many times did you have a chance to row?
I was on the Northwind for DF 72. Considered buying a shell in Australia and either carrying
it back on the Northwind or shipping it to Seattle. Did neither. Never did get a single.
05/23/22 – Mike Wensman
Staten Island. Can't really row in a life jacket, and it was my impression that if you went in you
had about 28 seconds so keeping your head above water might not be enough.
No life guard - guy was a photographer.
Rowed four or five times - all from the ice pier at McMurdo.
I also rowed in a race in New Zealand on the way down.
In hindsight - not my smartest decisions - but interesting pictures.
05/23/22 – Bill Plage
I remember these photos of you amongst the ice. Bet the water would have been a tad cold if you
flipped it...ha! We got our initial ancient eights from Harvard (remember the old Harvard 8's?) Bill
brought a bunch of us up to Red Top about 2000m below the Yale Boathouse where we put them in the
water and rowed them home while Bill broke ice in the launch. Those things were so fragile that a thin
piece of ice would have ripped a pretty good size hole in it. That was done by Eric Meslin a few weeks

later when he put his foot through the hull on the east shore of the Thames across from CGA.
Our first "good" boats were Pococks from Fred's boathouse over on Blood Street.These are the ones
we raced in during our first season. We got the sectional Schoenbroad (Radm John F Thompson) in
August or early September that year because we raced the HOC Regatta in it. It was $3000. Today's
Vespoli 8's are over 10 times that. Half of the Thompson blew off one of the libo vans and was dashed to
splinters on I-95 in 1974 or 1975. The bow half is in the ceiling of a local restaurant here in Essex along
with it's seats and two Carlish oars. Bill was a partner in the venture and somehow "procured" this
trophy for the place. A few years ago the restaurant had a fire so they had to remodel it. I tried to
procure the Thompson and bring it back to the CGA Boathouse, however they liked it so much they
ended up using it again.
That single of yours went from Pete to me (when I decided to teach myself how to scull), to Tony
Gutierez.
How's all of this for fun facts? I will look up the Head of the Charles lineups and finishes for 1972. For
some reason or other, I think we got 10th but we did not have anywhere the row we had in '71.

05/23/22 – Ken Knutson

I don't recall anything specific.
I do recall our starting out with the Shoenbrod (sp) shells that brock into two halves and that
was pretty much what we exclusively rowed with during our three years.
To the best of my knowledge, Pocock shells did not break down into pieces.
I read "The Boys in the Boat", an amazing story and the way coach trained us, I never realized
that a race was comparable/equivalent to playing two full basketball games back-to-back.

05/23/22 – Bill Spitler
Quite the memory, but that jibes more closely with my poor recollection! I seem to remember
we did quite well at the HOC, in the top division, 3rd or 4th? mostly due to Freddy's
steering? The draft article seems to cover most all points, but wanders from a timeline
standpoint and needs grammatical improvement, but that is expected given its development.

05/23/22 – Mike Wensman

Just to be clear. One thing I learned from Bill in my subsequent travels with him was to not necessarily let
facts get in the way of a good story. It’s now so long ago that as far as I’m concerned, as long as seven is
portrayed as the key seat, Chief is clear to exercise some poetic license.

0523/22 – Bill Spitler
I did find that we placed third at the head of the Charles based on an article from the Hartford current.

05/23/22 – Jim Woeppel

Rowing at the US Coast Guard Academy (CGA) in New London, CT rowing started in 1971, when Fred
Emerson, Connecticut crew benefactor and coach of the Blood Street Skulls in Old Lyme CT, talked Bill
Stowe into starting a program at CGA with his support. With no apparent funding for expenses, the
Academy Athletic Director Otto Graham (legendary NFL QB for the Cleveland Browns) agreed to try the
sport.
William Arthur "Bill" Stowe (March 23, 1940 – February 8, 2016) was an American rowing stroke who
won gold medals at the 1964 Olympics and 1967 Pan American Games and a bronze medal at the 1965
European championships. He was also the "color" commentator for ABC during the 1968 and 1972
Olympic Games. Stowe wrote of his eight's experience in the 1964 Summer Olympics in the book “All
Together” (2005). In his final years, Stowe lived at the Olympic Village of Lake Placid, New York. In 2011
he received the Jack Kelly Award which recognizes superior achievements in rowing, service to amateur
athletics, and success in their chosen profession, thereby serving as an inspiration to American rowers.
Stowe was the crew coach for Columbia University from 1967 to 1970. After Fred Emerson talked him
into coaching the new crew program at CGA, he arrived on Jan 5, 1971 with four old hydraulic machines
commandeered from Kent, and little else to start the sport.
Cadets were recruited from the existing classes who had never rowed before and had no bad rowing
habits to break. To quote Stowe: “I have found it is often easier to teach a new man to row than to
break in one with experience….It is often said that anyone who rows is less sane and I have come to
believe that the cadets are even more insane than the average rowing nut”. A fraternity unlike anything
CGA ever saw grew.
So, with about 40 enthusiastic unsuspecting cadets consisting of ex-football players who abandoned the
gridiron, ex-soccer players and other interested cadets who showed interest in rowing, rowing was off to
good start. Football and soccer coaches were not so enthusiastic about losing their players and Stowe
was not popular with the physical education departments as many of the rowers were also excused from
pe classes.
From the start, cadets learned about rowing, techniques and safety including how to safely get in and
out of a shell. For a couple of years before the Academy fully funded the sport, the crew survived on
borrowed transportation and free military accommodations. Stowe and the crew felt this made them
tougher and hungry for victory.
In mid-Jan 71 two fiberglass fours were launched to start for practice, then moving to a 16-oared barge
and then to two borrowed leaky eights that were rowed from the Harvard boathouse on the Thames to
CGA. Men’s varsity crew came to be often described as a “rag tag outfit: a group of ex-football, soccer
players and other cadets who wanted something different”. The crew team started out training as a one
group and eventually were divided into Varsity 8, Jr Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 crews. They worked and
trained together on the Thames River with opportunities to compete in practice races and competition
races against other schools in the New England area.
Initially they rowed out of Yales boathouse in Gales Ferry and finally decided they needed their own CGA
waterfront. The CGA Foundation funded the new boathouse and the cadets did most of the work moving
from our open air shed location used the first year. The Parents Association funded some oars and the
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Academy Alumni Association funded a new Schoenbrad boat. Soon the new boathouse was complete
with eight new shells and Karlish oars stored there, and the rowers built $3000 worth of docks for the
cost of the materials.
Over the next two years, CGA raced many of the small colleges in New England. In the spring of 1971
during our first year of rowing and only 4 months of training, they won their first regatta in Cypress
Gardens FL and finished 4th at the 1971 Dad Vail Regatta.
A year later in 1972, CGA varsity crew was undefeated and the eight never had to look over their
shoulders to see the opposition as they defeated Yale, Brown, Northeastern and then won the New
England Championships. The other boats had success as well, with the JV Heavyweights winning their
division at the Head of the Charles regatta.
L-R: Brad Balch (Stroke), Mike Wensman, Ken Knutson, Bill Spitler, Freddy Montoya (Coxswain), Mark
Noll, Larry Shirley, Pug Gutridge, Bill Plage
In May of 1972, the crew team traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vails. In the final the
Varsity 8 drew the lane closest to Peters Island. Stowe worried about slowness of the lane in the final 500
meters and told the crew to gain all they could in first 1500 m. At the start CGA was behind but after
500 m they pulled ahead. With an open water lead from the ¾ to ¼ mark running at 38 strokes per
minute, the CGA crew swept along the Schuylkill River and crossed the finish line 2 boat lengths ahead in
6:16 minutes for the 2000 meters and won the 34th Dad Vail Trophy. Peter Jennings of ABC-TV news
reported on the regatta on the evening news.
The CGA lightweight crew qualified for the semi-finals and won their heat in the semi-finals. In the finals,
the lightweight eight won the Dad Vail championship and the new James Anderson Trophy. The JV
heavyweight eight finished second in their finals. The freshman 8 finished third in their finals.
By winning the Dad Vail, the varsity crew and JV heavyweight crew were invited to compete against Ivy
League and larger universities in the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) championships in Syracuse
NY in June. The CGA crew placed 8th out of 16 teams.
The crew team had success, fun, graduated and served as successful CG officers.
Bill Stowe stayed as head coach until 1987, and during his tenure the CGA crew team became a perineal
powerhouse in New England rowing.
In 1997, Coach Stowe organized a 25th reunion for the 1972 championship crew in Philadelphia during
the Dad Vail Regatta. All members of the team were able to attend and had a chance to row again in a
shell…not in a race but just to get the feel of being back in our seats. Not surprisingly they remembered
all the rowing techniques we had learned under Coach Stowe. Stowe added “Winning the Vail (in 1972)
was a special thrill and I am looking forward to rowing over the course at this reunion.”

05/24/22 – Ken Knutson
Rowing at the US Coast Guard Academy (CGA) in New London, CT started in 1971, when Fred Emerson,
Connecticut crew benefactor and coach of the Blood Street Skulls in Old Lyme CT, talked Bill Stowe into

starting a program at CGA with his support. With no apparent funding for expenses, the Academy
Athletic Director Otto Graham (legendary NFL QB for the Cleveland Browns) agreed to try the sport.
William Arthur "Bill" Stowe (March 23, 1940 – February 8, 2016) was an American rowing stroke who
won gold medals at the 1964 Olympics and 1967 Pan American Games and a bronze medal at the 1965
European championships. He was also the "color" commentator for ABC during the 1968 and 1972
Olympic Games. Stowe wrote of his eight's experience in the 1964 Summer Olympics in the book “All
Together” (2005). In his final years, Stowe lived at the Olympic Village of Lake Placid, New York. In 2011
he received the Jack Kelly Award which recognizes superior achievements in rowing, service to amateur
athletics, and success in their chosen profession, thereby serving as an inspiration to American rowers.
Stowe was the crew coach for Columbia University from 1967 to 1970. After Fred Emerson talked him
into coaching the new crew program at CGA, he arrived on Jan 5, 1971 with four old hydraulic machines
commandeered from Kent, and little else to start the sport.
The Cadets, recruited from existing classes, had never rowed before and had no bad rowing habits to
break. To quote Stowe: “I have found it is often easier to teach a new man to row than to break in one
with experience….It is often said that anyone who rows is less sane and I have come to believe that the
cadets are even more insane than the average rowing nut.” A fraternity unlike anything CGA ever saw
grew.
So, with about 40 enthusiastic unsuspecting cadets consisting of ex-football players who abandoned the
gridiron, ex-soccer players and other interested cadets who showed interest in rowing, rowing was off to
good start. Football and soccer coaches were not so enthusiastic about losing their players and Stowe
was not popular with the physical education departments as many of the rowers were also excused from
pe classes.
From the start, cadets learned about rowing techniques and safety, including how to safely get in and
out of a shell. For a couple of years before the Academy fully funded the sport, the crew survived on
borrowed transportation and free military accommodations. Stowe and the crew felt this made them
tougher and hungry for victory.
In mid-Jan 71 two fiberglass fours were launched to start for practice, then moving to a 16-oared barge
and then to two borrowed leaky eights that were rowed from the Harvard boathouse on the Thames to
CGA. More often than not, the chase boat had to break a channel open for the fours and barge to reach
open water. Men’s varsity crew came to be often described as a “rag tag outfit: a group of ex-football,
soccer players and other cadets who wanted something different.. The crew team started out training as
one group and eventually were divided into Varsity 8, Jr Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 crews. They worked
and trained together on the Thames River with opportunities to compete in practice races and
competition races against other schools in the New England area.
Initially they rowed out of Yales boathouse in Gales Ferry and finally decided they needed their own CGA
waterfront. The CGA Foundation funded the new boathouse and the cadets did most of the work moving
from our open air shed location used the first year. The Parents Association funded some oars and the
Academy Alumni Association funded a new Schoenbrad boat. Soon the new boathouse was complete
with eight new shells and Karlish oars stored there, and the rowers built $3000 worth of docks for the
cost of the materials.
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Over the next two years, CGA raced many of the small colleges in New England. In the spring of 1971
during our first year of rowing and only 4 months of training, they won their first regatta in Cypress
Gardens FL and finished 4th at the 1971 Dad Vail Regatta.
A year later in 1972, CGA varsity crew was undefeated and the eight never had to look over their
shoulders to see the opposition as they defeated Yale, Brown, Northeastern and then won the New
England Championships. The other boats had success as well, with the JV Heavyweights winning their
division at the Head of the Charles regatta.
L-R: Brad Balch (Stroke), Mike Wensman, Ken Knutson, Bill Spitler, Freddy Montoya (Coxswain), Mark
Noll, Larry Shirley, Pug Gutridge, Bill Plage
In May of 1972, the crew team traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vails. In the final the
Varsity 8 drew the lane closest to Peters Island. Stowe worried about slowness of the lane in the final 500
meters and told the crew to gain all they could in first 1500 m. At the start CGA was behind but after
500 m they pulled ahead. With an open water lead from the ¾ to ¼ mark running at 38 strokes per
minute, the CGA crew swept along the Schuylkill River and crossed the finish line 2 boat lengths ahead in
6:16 minutes for the 2000 meters and won the 34th Dad Vail Trophy. Peter Jennings of ABC-TV news
reported on the regatta on the evening news.
The CGA lightweight crew qualified for the semi-finals and won their heat in the semi-finals. In the finals,
the lightweight eight won the Dad Vail championship and the new James Anderson Trophy. The JV
heavyweight eight finished second in their finals. The freshman 8 finished third in their finals.
By winning the Dad Vail, the varsity crew and JV heavyweight crew were invited to compete against Ivy
League and larger universities in the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) championships in Syracuse
NY in June. The CGA crew placed 8th out of 16 teams.
The crew team had success, fun, graduated and served as successful CG officers.
Bill Stowe stayed as head coach until 1987, and during his tenure the CGA crew team became a perineal
powerhouse in New England rowing.
In 1997, Coach Stowe organized a 25th reunion for the 1972 championship crew in Philadelphia during
the Dad Vail Regatta. All members of the team were able to attend and had a chance to row again in a
shell…not in a race but just to get the feel of being back in our seats. Not surprisingly they remembered
all the rowing techniques we had learned under Coach Stowe. Stowe added “Winning the Vail (in 1972)
was a special thrill and I am looking forward to rowing over the course at this reunion.”
In 2022, five members of the 1972 Heavy Weight Eight oarsmen, reunited at the Dad Vail Regatta for a
50th anniversary. With other CGA Crew Alumni filling in, a borrowed Vesper shell was launched and they
were off, initially working on synchronizing different styles taught over the years as they paddled up
river. When they turned and rowed down the last 500 m of the course, they once again demonstrated
the CGA winning style as they passed the audience in the grand stand at the finish line.
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05/26/22 – Jim Woeppel – Rewrite
Rowing at the US Coast Guard Academy (CGA) in New London, CT started in 1971, when Fred Emerson,
Connecticut crew benefactor and coach of the Blood Street Skulls in Old Lyme CT, talked Bill Stowe into
starting a program at CGA with his support. With no apparent funding for expenses, the Academy
Athletic Director Otto Graham (legendary NFL QB for the Cleveland Browns) agreed to try the sport.
William Arthur "Bill" Stowe (March 23, 1940 – February 8, 2016) was an American rowing stroke who
won gold medals at the 1964 Olympics and 1967 Pan American Games and a bronze medal at the 1965
European championships. He was also the "color" commentator for ABC during the 1968 and 1972
Olympic Games. Stowe wrote of his eight's experience in the 1964 Summer Olympics in the book “All
Together” (2005). In his final years, Stowe lived at the Olympic Village of Lake Placid, New York. In 2011
he received the Jack Kelly Award which recognizes superior achievements in rowing, service to amateur
athletics, and success in their chosen profession, thereby serving as an inspiration to American rowers.
Stowe was the crew coach for Columbia University from 1967 to 1970. After Fred Emerson talked him
into coaching the new crew program at CGA, he arrived on Jan 5, 1971 with four old hydraulic machines
commandeered from Kent, and little else to start the sport.
The Cadets, recruited from existing classes, had never rowed before and had no bad rowing habits to
break. To quote Stowe: “I have found it is often easier to teach a new man to row than to break in one
with experience….It is often said that anyone who rows is less sane and I have come to believe that the
cadets are even more insane than the average rowing nut.” A fraternity unlike anything CGA ever saw
grew.
So, with about 40 enthusiastic unsuspecting cadets consisting of ex-football players who abandoned the
gridiron, ex-soccer players and other interested cadets who showed interest in rowing, rowing was off to
good start. Football and soccer coaches were not so enthusiastic about losing their players and Stowe
was not popular with the physical education departments as many of the rowers were also excused from
pe classes.
From the start, cadets learned about rowing techniques and safety, including how to safely get in and
out of a shell. For a couple of years before the Academy fully funded the sport, the crew survived on
borrowed transportation and free military accommodations. Stowe and the crew felt this made them
tougher and hungry for victory.
In mid-Jan 71 two fiberglass fours were launched to start for practice, then moving to a 16-oared barge
and then to two borrowed leaky eights that were rowed from the Harvard boathouse on the Thames to
CGA. More often than not, the chase boat had to break a channel open for the fours and barge to reach
open water. Men’s varsity crew came to be often described as a “rag tag outfit: a group of ex-football,
soccer players and other cadets who wanted something different…” The crew team started out training
as one group and eventually were divided into Varsity 8, Jr Varsity 8 and Lightweight 8 crews. They
worked and trained together on the Thames River with opportunities to compete in practice races and
competition races against other schools in the New England area.

Initially they rowed out of Yales boathouse in Gales Ferry and finally decided they needed their own CGA
waterfront. The CGA Foundation funded the new boathouse and the cadets did most of the work moving
from our open air shed location used the first year. The Parents Association funded some oars and the
Academy Alumni Association funded a new Schoenbrad boat. Soon the new boathouse was complete
with eight new shells and Karlish oars stored there, and the rowers built $3000 worth of docks for the
cost of the materials.
Over the next two years, CGA raced many of the small colleges in New England. In the spring of 1971
during our first year of rowing and only 4 months of training, they won their first regatta in Cypress
Gardens FL and finished 4th at the 1971 Dad Vail Regatta.
A year later in 1972, CGA varsity crew was undefeated and the eight never had to look over their
shoulders to see the opposition as they defeated Yale, Brown, Northeastern and then won the New
England Championships. The other boats had success as well, with the JV Heavyweights winning their
division at the Head of the Charles regatta.
L-R: Brad Balch (Stroke), Mike Wensman, Ken Knutson, Bill Spitler, Freddy Montoya (Coxswain), Mark
Noll, Larry Shirley, Pug Gutridge, Bill Plage
In May of 1972, the crew team traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vails. In the final the
Varsity 8 drew the lane closest to Peters Island. Stowe worried about slowness of the lane in the final 500
meters and told the crew to gain all they could in first 1500 m. At the start CGA was behind but after
500 m they pulled ahead. With an open water lead from the ¾ to ¼ mark running at 38 strokes per
minute, the CGA crew swept along the Schuylkill River and crossed the finish line 2 boat lengths ahead in
6:16 minutes for the 2000 meters and won the 34th Dad Vail Trophy. Peter Jennings of ABC-TV news
reported on the regatta on the evening news.
The CGA lightweight crew qualified for the semi-finals and won their heat in the semi-finals. In the finals,
the lightweight eight won the Dad Vail championship and the new James Anderson Trophy. The JV
heavyweight eight finished second in their finals. The freshman 8 finished third in their finals.
By winning the Dad Vail, the varsity crew and JV heavyweight crew were invited to compete against Ivy
League and larger universities in the Intercollegiate Rowing Association (IRA) championships in Syracuse
NY in June. The CGA crew placed 8th out of 16 teams.
The crew team had success, fun, graduated and served as successful CG officers.
Bill Stowe stayed as head coach until 1987, and during his tenure the CGA crew team became a perineal
powerhouse in New England rowing.
In 1997, Coach Stowe organized a 25th reunion for the 1972 championship crew in Philadelphia during
the Dad Vail Regatta. All members of the team were able to attend and had a chance to row again in a
shell…not in a race but just to get the feel of being back in our seats. Not surprisingly they remembered
all the rowing techniques we had learned under Coach Stowe. Stowe added “Winning the Vail (in 1972)
was a special thrill and I am looking forward to rowing over the course at this reunion.”
In 2022, five members of the 1972 Heavy Weight Eight oarsmen, reunited at the Dad Vail Regatta for a
50th anniversary. Keeping with the beginnings of the crew program, the 72 rowers, with other CGA Crew
Alumni filling in, launched a borrowed Vespoli Rolling Shell (provided via Dave Trond, a Vespoli Executive

and CGA Crew alumnus, and with oars and logistics support provided by CGA Crew via Head Coach Bill
Randall) and they were off, initially working on synchronizing different styles taught over the years as
they paddled up river. When they turned and rowed down the last 500 m of the course, they once again
demonstrated the CGA winning style as they passed the audience in the grand stand at the finish line.
The alums attending the event spanned four decades of CGA Crew. It is clear that tradition runs deep at
the CGA boathouse.
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Photos from Tom Meyers

(01) Lightweight 8 in Florida with
Stowe (Tom Meyers)

(02) First race Harvard boathouse waiting to row (Tom
Meyers)

(03) First race from roof of Harvard boathouse (Tom
Meyers)

(04) First race, first win, cox in (Tom Meyers)

(05) First day with CGA, Eagle & Vigorous in
background in ice (Tom Meyers)

(06) First day rowing through ice – Tebeau or Eger (Tom Meyers)

(07) First day in ice from Behind (Tom Meyers)

(08) First day in front of sub base (Tom Meyers)

(09) First day breaking ice with oars at Harvard
boathouse (Tom Meyers)

(10) CGA vs Navy
crew races (Tom Meyers)

(11) Boats on trailer and oarman dressed up (Tom
Meyers)

(12) TV antenna at Stowe’s house (Tom Meyers)
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Photos from Hank Blaney

Rowing in the
Ice.pdf

On the River.pdf

Miami Four.pdf

Cypress Gardens
1971.pdf

Clean Sweep.pdf

Hank Blaney.pdf

Coxswain.pdf

Cold Coxswain.pdf

TOM MEYERS.pdf

(200) Rowing on
the ice (Hank Blaney)

(201) On the river (Hank
Blaney)

(202) Miami Four (Hank Blaney)

(203) Hank Blaney
(Hank Blaney)

Cypress Gardens 1971 (Hank Blaney)

(204)

(205) Coxswain (Hank
Blaney)

(206) Cold coxswain (Hank
Blaney)

(Hank Blaney)

(207) Clean sweep

(208) Tom Meyers
(Hank Blaney)
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Photos fr Mark Noll

(301) Stowe in 1964 ??? – Mark Noll

(302) –
Cypress Gardens – 1971 – Mark Noll

(303) – 1971 Head of the
Charles ???? – Mark Noll

(304) Cypress
Gardens ?????– 1971 – Mark Noll

(305) Head of
the Charles ???? or Dad Vail ???? – Mark Noll

(306) ???? – Mark
Noll

(307) – Mark Noll

(308) - Mark Noll

(309) – Mark
Noll

(310) – Mark
Noll

(311) –
Mark Noll

(312) – Coach Stowe at 1997 Dad Vail
Reunion – Mark Noll

(313) – Front cover – Mark Noll

(313) – Back Cover – Mark Noll

(314) All Together, pg 135 – Mark Noll

(315) All Together, pg 174 – Mark Noll

(316) All Together, pg 175 – Mark Noll
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05/23/22 – Mike Wensman

(500) Rowing In
Antarctica in 1974 – Mike Wensman

(501) Rowing In Antarctica in 1974 – Mike
Wensman

05/24/22 – Pete Tebeau

(601) 50th Reunion at
Dad Vail – Pete Tebeau

(602) 50th Reunion at
Dad Vail – Pete Tebeau

